
     

   

Hi Chaingangers 

So 2016 is already almost one month in and the race start gun is 

about to fire! It seems quite a few guys wanted a bit of a 

Barberton training ride on Saturday as Alan had over a dozen 

warriors pitch up in Kaapsehoop to enjoy this legendary ride! 

Thanks for the support gangers and it goes to show that 

sometimes a great ride doesn’t have to be a snakes and ladders of 

bush tunnels and single tracks, great companions and stunning 

views is all you need! 

Obviously this coming weekend is MTB overload in the Lowveld 

with one of the longest running races kicking off for all the 

marathon guys in Barberton and the hardcore thrills and spills of 

Cross Country racing ripping up the laps at Mankele, if you’re on 

the fence, don’t feel like racing or sick then you could do a lot 

worse than to pitch up at Mankele and watch the Pro Elite XCO 

racing (I’ve attached the program), we are expecting a great field 

and already know of a number of International riders from as far 

as the UK in the form of Olympian Annie Last to Mauritian Yanick 

Lincoln, all mixed in with the SA stars such as Phil Buys, James 

Reid, Mariska Strauss and Candice Neethling – its gonna be butt 

kickingly good! For those who would rather test their skills than 

spin up a massive mountain then entries for the XCO are open to 

all categories up until 16:00 on Friday at Mankele so come give it a 

go! 



 

CHAINSUCK 

Did you know that despite what the press and Twitter would have 

you believe Cycling is only 6th on the list of most doped up sport? 

Not only that but it now seems that Athletics has been covering it 

up for years and now tennis and cricket are embroiled in match 

fixing scandals! It’s now naive to think that all sport is clean or 

played on a level playing field, I hear even golfers have tested 

positive, mind you if you want to throw away your prescription 

sleeping tablets try watching golf on TV, Zzzzzzz. I guess the 

players need something to keep them awake? Anyway the new race 

season is about to start so lets see if we can get through a year 

scandal free, I for one don’t need the stress! 
 

As per below, 2016 means new races, new things going on, to 

ensure you keep up to date please make sure your membership is 

valid, we’ll be curtailing newsletters to non members in February 

so don’t miss out! 

We are still the BEST value club in South Africa! 

R500 for a 12 full months! 

Family members a measly R150! 

Free riding shirt! 

10% Discount at MPU’s biggest Cycle Store – Valencia V-Bike! 

Weekly Pulitzer Prize winning newsletters! 

SMS service! 

Race hospitality at the Valencia Chill Zones! 
 

If you not sure just reply to Sandy on this e mail and she will get 

back to you, you can also arrange credit card payment – just tell 

her and we’ll sort it out! 

Couldn’t be simpler! 



 

In case you missed it, here’s a recap of the upcoming races: 

The first big race of the season is the Nationals at Mankele on 

the 30th Jan at their World class Cross Country track complete 

with a couple of new twists to keep the endorphins flowing! We 

have already got 8 International entries as well as all the top Elite 

South Africans committed to chasing the dream of representing 

SA in Rio, yes I know there are a few other things on that day – 

Meerendaal and Barberton, but guys, this is the real deal. You can 

also enter to race in your age category or just come along to see 

how the Pro’s do it but it really is fantastic opportunity to see 

something special at the start of this epic year! 

The weekend after that is the first of our Provincial Cross 

Country series for 2016, also at Mankele it uses a slightly watered 

down track but no less exciting for mere mortals – like you and me! 

Come and have a blast and pit yourself against your local peers! 

Entries on the morning at Mankele, its the most MTB fun you can 

have for cheap money! 
 

Then its the Sabie Classic on 20/21 Feb, once again we are the 

flagship race in the Ashburton series and already the Europeans 

are entering, again with the Epic contributing XCO points towards 

Olympic qualification there are a ton of foreigners in SA taking 

advantage of our cheap Rand and easy UCI points! (or so they 

think! - points I mean, the Rand’s a lost cause). 
 

For 2016 Valencia has printed 5000 race calendars which are free 

at the reception and ideal to slap on yer fridge next to your 3 year 

olds creepy picture of daddy digging a hole I the garden… 

 



And guys please make sure you have renewed your membership, its 

valid for 12 months and you can pay by EFT or even credit card at 

Valencia, you also need to check your CSA licence and renew that 

if its expired otherwise you’ll get nailed R35 at Barberton! Go to 

www.cyclingsa.com and see the fantastic benefits that your 12 

month CSA membership gives you, including the R20000 medical 

cover! 
 

Two big dates for 2016 are the 1st of the CSA Nastional Cross 

Country series at Mankele on the 30th January – all you Spur 

School kids should be there! 
 

Also the same day is the Barberton Marathon for all the local 

hero’s! 

BTW, for all the latest MTB news and general skinny follow me on Twitter - @brett_mtb, Im 

also using it to announce rides now as well as sms. 

See ya on the dirt! 

Cheers Brett. 

082 774 5821 

Brettc@lantic.net  
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